Imperial and Royal Star is changing its name to TAMA. The world’s largest drum manufacturer and the world’s fastest growing name in quality musical instruments are getting together to market a full line of musical needs worldwide under one great name—TAMA.

With the new name, a new look and a new high in quality are coming to you.
"HI-ACE STOUT" PROFESSIONAL STANDS

No. 896
Scientifically computed and double steel reinforced construction legs.
New double FREE-O-MATIC TOM HOLDER at top. Tom toms can be set far apart or close together. Adjust so tom toms are same height even when you use different sizes. Tom toms not included.

No. 892
Scientifically computed and double steel reinforced construction legs. Heavy duty type. Holds the largest cymbal safely. Equipped with cymbal tilter for all inclination.

No. 890
Scientifically computed and double steel reinforced construction legs. Extra sturdy clamping arms. Full height adjustment. Preferred by the majority of drummers.

"STAGE MASTER" DE LUXE STANDS

No. 865
SNARE DRUM STAND
Extra sturdy clamping arms. Full height adjustment. Preferred by the majority of drummers.

No. 870
SNARE DRUM STAND
A top quality drum stand with newly designed legs that net firmly on the floor.

HI-HAT STANDS
"Direct-Pull" Hi-Hat.
Smooth, fast frictionless parallel pull. Cymbals not included.

No. 875/D
W/Die-Cast foot board built-in spur tips.

No. 875/R
W/One piece foot board with rubber plate.

No. 872 FLOOR CYMBAL STAND
Heavy duty type, holds the largest cymbal safely. Equipped with cymbal tilter for all inclination.

"HI-ACE" PROFESSIONAL STANDS

No. 882
Heavy duty tripod base. Floor Cymbal Stand. Height adjustment. Holds the largest cymbal safely. 2-way adjustable clutch tip stabilize the stand, combining with specially shaped legs.

No. 885 (PAT. PEND.)

No. 880
Powerful screw action closes the arms to hold the drums in a vise-like grip. Non-slip "U" clamp strip for height adjustment. Non-slip rubber clutch tips. Set to any angle desired.

QUALITY STANDS (FLUSH BASE)

No. 850 SNARE DRUM STAND
Heavy duty, professional drum stand holds drum firmly, rubber tipped feet cling to any floor. Complete height and angle adjustment. Heavy chrome plated.

No. 852 HI-HAT STAND

No. 844 FLOOR CYMBAL STAND
Heavily chrome plated flush base cymbal stand. Quality model, equipped with cymbal tilter for complete height and angle adjustment. Folds compactly.